The emergency temporary glass
replacement solution

Autover No.
920 113 0500

Description
91 cm x 18.3 m (perforated
per 91 cm) per roll

colle Autover
™

WindowGuard
Following the breaking of vehicle glass,
WindowGuard™ protects the interior until
permanent replacement glass is installed.
It’s quick, economical and effective.
Constructed of a clear, flexible, self-adhesive
film, WindowGuard™ is perforated every
91 cm to make installation fast and easy.

The special no-residue adhesive makes
WindowGuard™ strong enough for highway
speeds and yet it still peels clean upon
removal. No need for tape or messy cleanup!
Extra clear material provides good visibility.

For more information contact your local
Saint-Gobain Autover representative.

Far less expensive and faster to install than
plexiglass and other materials,
WindowGuard™ meets several needs:
- If replacement glass is not immediately
available, WindowGuard™ enables owner
to drive vehicle while waiting for
permanent replacement
- If vehicle needs to be stored outside
awaiting replacement or if emergency
roadside service is needed which involves
broken glass, WindowGuard™ protects the
interior until the replacement glass is
installed
- Takes just minutes to install
- Costs far less than cut-out plastic inserts
- Extra clear for good visibility
- Stays on vehicle during even high speed
driving, yet peels clean
- Perforated roll for quick installation
- No need for cutting tools

Windowguard™ is a
temporary repair film for
broken automotive glass

• Protects vehicle interior
from weather damage
• Takes minutes to install
• Easy application from
perforated roll
• Leaves no residue
and is weather proof
• Clear film for good visibility
• Secure fix - will not detach
at high speeds

Installation instructions
Apply to a clean and dry surface!
If WindowGuard™ is being applied on a door
that will need to be opened repeatedly, open
the door prior to installation so that you do
not seal the door shut. Then start the
application on the door panel just above the
door handle (keeping the handle accessible),
rolling the material upwards, then folding it
over the top side of the door frame. The film
may be trimmed if desired. Gently rub down
WindowGuard™ to ensure secure seal, then
gently close the door (WindowGuard™
provides a tight seal and will pop up if the
door is closed too rapidly). Alternatively, if
the vehicle is not to be driven, or if the
broken glass is from a door that won’t need
to be opened, you can simply apply
WindowGuard™ on the vehicle exterior in
the most convenient manner that covers the
open area. Rub down once in place to ensure
a secure seal. WindowGuard™ will peel
easily with no need for cleanup. In either
case, if a tight seal is not achievable due to
attachments and curvatures of the vehicle
body, the no-residue Moulding Retention
Tape (Autover no. 920 113 0000) may be
used to firmly seal critical edges of
WindowGuard™ to car body.
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